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1811 dictionary of the vulgar tongue by francis grose the 1931 edition of the
classic that presents the fashionable words and favorite expressions of olden
times dictionary of the vulgar tongue by francis grose the 1811 dictionary of the
vulgar tongue was written by francis grose a british soldier just after the
american revolution in those days the word vulgar meant slang although some of
grose s definitions are admittedly vulgar the book was so controversial it was
banned in military camps at the time some of the definitions are really funny
even today others are educational entertaining or both readers of this book will
have a better understanding of how people spoke over a century ago rife with put
downs the book will also provide plenty of fodder for insulting friends it is an old
dictionary of words that will pitch kettle confound people if you actually use them
some of the phrases and terms such as to catch a crab to fall backwards by
missing one s stroke in rowing are still being used today if you are into quirky
dictionaries like this you will enjoy this book first published in 1811 this book is an
extensive dictionary of contemporary slang and colloquialisms written by francis
grose francis grose before 1731 1791 was an english draughtsman antiquary and
lexicographer other notable works by this author include the antiquities of
england and wales 1784 a glossary of provincial and local words used in england
1839 and the antiquities of scotland 1797 a classical dictionary of the vulgar
tongue will appeal those with an interest in lexicography and historical slang and
it would make for a charming addition to any collection many vintage books such
as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this
volume now in a modern high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new introduction on the history of erotic literature first published
in 2011 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company title 1811
dictionary in the vulgar tongueauthor francis groselanguage english the 18th
century was a wealth of knowledge exploration and rapidly growing technology
and expanding record keeping made possible by advances in the printing press in
its determination to preserve the century of revolution gale initiated a revolution
of its own digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in
the largest archive of its kind now for the first time these high quality digital
copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print making them
highly accessible to libraries undergraduate students and independent scholars
western literary study flows out of eighteenth century works by alexander pope
daniel defoe henry fielding frances burney denis diderot johann gottfried herder
johann wolfgang von goethe and others experience the birth of the modern novel
or compare the development of language using dictionaries and grammar
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discourses the below data was compiled from various identification fields in the
bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an additional tool in
helping to insure edition identification british library t006268 anonymous by
francis grose london printed for s hooper 1788 xv 249 p 8 companion volume to
words fail me the 1 best selling book of humor in kazakhstan for three days
running if you enjoyed james e sarver s subtle but devastating wit in the first
book you will probably not enjoy this second book all that much as he lays off the
wit and goes more for the easy laughs lots of bodily function jokes and people
hitting other people in special places it s still kind of funny mind you but a very
different book than words fail me remember how superman iii tried so hard to be
funny with richard pryor and everything it s kinda like that this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread
and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant a pocket dictionary of the vulgar tongue is a
profane guide to the slang from the backstreets and taverns of 18th century
london this slang dictionary gathers the most amusing and useful terms from
english history and helpfully presents them to be used in the conversations of our
modern day originally published in 1785 the classical dictionary of the vulgar
tongue was one of the first lexicons of english slang compiled by a militia captain
who collected the terms he overheard on his late night excursions to london s
slums dockyards and taverns now the legacy lives on in this colorful pocket
dictionary learn the origin of phrases like birthday suit and discover slang lost to
time an unexpected marriage of lowbrow humor and highbrow wit discover long
lost antique slang and curse words and learn how to incorporate them into
modern conversation a pocket dictionary of the vulgar tongue is perfect for
enlivening contemporary conversation with historical phrases it includes a topical
list of words for money drunkenness the amorous congress male and female
naughty bits and so on a funny book for wordplay language swearing and insult
fans as well as fans of british humor and culture perfect for those who loved how
to speak brit the quintessential guide to the king s english cockney slang and
other flummoxing british phrases by christopher j moore knickers in a twist a
dictionary of british slang by jonathan bernstein and the official dictionary of
sarcasm by james napoli this 1811 edition is based on captain francis grose s
classical dictionary of the vulgar tongue first published in 1785 and is a dictionary
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of slang words grose was one of the first lexicographers to collect slang words
from all corners of english speaking society not just from the professional
underworld of pickpockets and bandits so while the vulgar tongue includes many
of the words found in earlier scoundrels dictionaries such as head s canting
academy it also lists a whole range of mundane slang words sure to inform the
writer and researcher as well as entertain the vulgar governing the tongue
explains why the spoken word assumed such importance in the culture of early
new england in a work that is at once historical socio cultural and linguistic jane
kamensky explores the little known words of unsung individuals and reconsiders
such famous puritan events as the banishment of anne hutchinson and the salem
witch trials to expose the ever present fear of what the puritans called sins of the
tongue but even while dangerous or deviant speech was restricted as kamensky
illustrates here godly speech was continuously praised and promoted
congregations were told that one should lift one s voice like a trumpet to god and
cry out and cease not by placing speech at the heart of new england s early
history kamensky develops new ideas about the complex relationship between
speech and power in both puritan new england and by extension our world today
this delightful book includes over 100 mini essays explaining the origins and
historical development of words in our language that pertain to love and sex do
you know for example what a 78 is here s a hint like the old 78 rpm records the
term refers to a man who is well on the fast side diligently researched the lover s
tongue is written in a light hearted style a dictionary of a different kind this book
is the perfect gift for that special someone or for the connoisseur of language and
history in your life do you know your abbess from your elbowshaker originally
printed as a guide to street slang for men of quality this reference guide will
enrich your vocabulary with vulgar witticisms fashionable more than 200 years
ago the avowed purpose of this dictionary was to give men of fashion an insight
into the inappropriate language of the street read in modern times it is by turn
uproariously funny and deeply confusing and yet certain truths have remained
the need for the mot juste has not diminished many of the words should be
brought back into common parlance forthwith we have no term for the admiral of
the narrow seas one who from drunkenness vomits into the lap of the person
sitting opposite to him we have perhaps less use for a word for dobin rig or
stealing ribbons from haberdashers early in the morning or late at night generally
practised by women in the disguise of maid servants learn how the georgians and
early victorians would insult each other and find out how some of today s words
and derivations have come about in this quirky little volume this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work
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is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread
and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant john buchan is one of the finest writers of historical
romances novels packed with beautifully described landscapes and rich powerful
characters reproduction of the original this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant a
grammar of the english tongue is a work by samuel johnson comprehensive but
succinct though not for the typical language user this is a grammar book from
older times interesting from a historical point of view glazov demonstrates that
the interlinked themes of bridling the tongue and opening the mouth well known
components of wisdom teaching are also crucial to understanding much in the
prophets as well as later jewish and christian writings especially liturgical texts
his comprehensive survey and analysis of the theme contribute to both a literary
and a historical perspective on the prophetic literature of the bible when the
other tongue appeared in 1982 it was called required reading for all those
concerned with english teaching in non native situations from the classroom
teacher to the policy planner jowhn platt english world wide and an extremely
useful and stimulating collection william c ritchie language it introduced
refreshingly new perspectives for understanding the spread and functions of
english around the world this dramatically revised volume contains eight new
chapters replacing or updating more than half of the first edition the other tongue
is the first attempt to integrate and address provocative issues relevant to a
deeper understanding of the forms and functions of english within different
sociolinguistic cross cultural and cross linguistic contexts the volume discusses
linguistic literary pedagogical and attitudinal issues related to world englishes yet
for most of the next century the simian tongue and the means for its study
existed at the scientific periphery this work has been selected by scholars as
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being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a
quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an
easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant gunnlaugs saga ormstungu or the saga of gunnlaugur serpent tongue is
a masterpiece of icelandic literature written in the late 13th century it follows the
story of two icelandic poets gunnlaugr ormstunga and hrafn Önundarson who
both love helga the fair granddaughter of egill skallagrímsson the saga is known
for its strong characterization and emotional impact and its skaldic poetry
attributed to the main characters the story includes prophetic dreams a love
triangle banishment and recitation of poetry in the courts of northern kings
making it an engaging read for those interested in old norse literature and
icelandic history
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Hung by the Tongue 1979
1811 dictionary of the vulgar tongue by francis grose

A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. By
Francis Grose 1796
the 1931 edition of the classic that presents the fashionable words and favorite
expressions of olden times

A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. By
Francis Grose. 1788
dictionary of the vulgar tongue by francis grose

Grose's Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar
Tongue 1823
the 1811 dictionary of the vulgar tongue was written by francis grose a british
soldier just after the american revolution in those days the word vulgar meant
slang although some of grose s definitions are admittedly vulgar the book was so
controversial it was banned in military camps at the time some of the definitions
are really funny even today others are educational entertaining or both readers of
this book will have a better understanding of how people spoke over a century
ago rife with put downs the book will also provide plenty of fodder for insulting
friends it is an old dictionary of words that will pitch kettle confound people if you
actually use them some of the phrases and terms such as to catch a crab to fall
backwards by missing one s stroke in rowing are still being used today if you are
into quirky dictionaries like this you will enjoy this book

1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
2017-04-03
first published in 1811 this book is an extensive dictionary of contemporary slang
and colloquialisms written by francis grose francis grose before 1731 1791 was
an english draughtsman antiquary and lexicographer other notable works by this
author include the antiquities of england and wales 1784 a glossary of provincial
and local words used in england 1839 and the antiquities of scotland 1797 a
classical dictionary of the vulgar tongue will appeal those with an interest in
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lexicography and historical slang and it would make for a charming addition to
any collection many vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce
and expensive we are republishing this volume now in a modern high quality
edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on the history
of erotic literature

A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
1931
first published in 2011 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company

Francis Cheneau's French grammar, enrich'd
with a compendious and short way to learn the
French tongue in a very short time ... With
tables ... and the best observations of Mr de
Vaugelas, etc 1685
title 1811 dictionary in the vulgar tongueauthor francis groselanguage english

1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
(Annotated) 2020-02-11
the 18th century was a wealth of knowledge exploration and rapidly growing
technology and expanding record keeping made possible by advances in the
printing press in its determination to preserve the century of revolution gale
initiated a revolution of its own digitization of epic proportions to preserve these
invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind now for the first time these high
quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print
making them highly accessible to libraries undergraduate students and
independent scholars western literary study flows out of eighteenth century
works by alexander pope daniel defoe henry fielding frances burney denis diderot
johann gottfried herder johann wolfgang von goethe and others experience the
birth of the modern novel or compare the development of language using
dictionaries and grammar discourses the below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as
an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification british library t006268
anonymous by francis grose london printed for s hooper 1788 xv 249 p 8
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Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue 2022-07-21
companion volume to words fail me the 1 best selling book of humor in
kazakhstan for three days running if you enjoyed james e sarver s subtle but
devastating wit in the first book you will probably not enjoy this second book all
that much as he lays off the wit and goes more for the easy laughs lots of bodily
function jokes and people hitting other people in special places it s still kind of
funny mind you but a very different book than words fail me remember how
superman iii tried so hard to be funny with richard pryor and everything it s kinda
like that

Debarim VVords to Give to the Young-man
Knowledg and Discretion. Or, The Law of
Kindness in the Tongue of a Father to His Son
1685
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
2017-04-20
a pocket dictionary of the vulgar tongue is a profane guide to the slang from the
backstreets and taverns of 18th century london this slang dictionary gathers the
most amusing and useful terms from english history and helpfully presents them
to be used in the conversations of our modern day originally published in 1785
the classical dictionary of the vulgar tongue was one of the first lexicons of
english slang compiled by a militia captain who collected the terms he overheard
on his late night excursions to london s slums dockyards and taverns now the
legacy lives on in this colorful pocket dictionary learn the origin of phrases like
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birthday suit and discover slang lost to time an unexpected marriage of lowbrow
humor and highbrow wit discover long lost antique slang and curse words and
learn how to incorporate them into modern conversation a pocket dictionary of
the vulgar tongue is perfect for enlivening contemporary conversation with
historical phrases it includes a topical list of words for money drunkenness the
amorous congress male and female naughty bits and so on a funny book for
wordplay language swearing and insult fans as well as fans of british humor and
culture perfect for those who loved how to speak brit the quintessential guide to
the king s english cockney slang and other flummoxing british phrases by
christopher j moore knickers in a twist a dictionary of british slang by jonathan
bernstein and the official dictionary of sarcasm by james napoli

Hung by the Tongue 1995
this 1811 edition is based on captain francis grose s classical dictionary of the
vulgar tongue first published in 1785 and is a dictionary of slang words grose was
one of the first lexicographers to collect slang words from all corners of english
speaking society not just from the professional underworld of pickpockets and
bandits so while the vulgar tongue includes many of the words found in earlier
scoundrels dictionaries such as head s canting academy it also lists a whole
range of mundane slang words sure to inform the writer and researcher as well as
entertain the vulgar

The Tip of the Tongue State 2012
governing the tongue explains why the spoken word assumed such importance in
the culture of early new england in a work that is at once historical socio cultural
and linguistic jane kamensky explores the little known words of unsung
individuals and reconsiders such famous puritan events as the banishment of
anne hutchinson and the salem witch trials to expose the ever present fear of
what the puritans called sins of the tongue but even while dangerous or deviant
speech was restricted as kamensky illustrates here godly speech was
continuously praised and promoted congregations were told that one should lift
one s voice like a trumpet to god and cry out and cease not by placing speech at
the heart of new england s early history kamensky develops new ideas about the
complex relationship between speech and power in both puritan new england and
by extension our world today

A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
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1788
this delightful book includes over 100 mini essays explaining the origins and
historical development of words in our language that pertain to love and sex do
you know for example what a 78 is here s a hint like the old 78 rpm records the
term refers to a man who is well on the fast side diligently researched the lover s
tongue is written in a light hearted style a dictionary of a different kind this book
is the perfect gift for that special someone or for the connoisseur of language and
history in your life

A New Grammar of the French Tongue 1768
do you know your abbess from your elbowshaker originally printed as a guide to
street slang for men of quality this reference guide will enrich your vocabulary
with vulgar witticisms fashionable more than 200 years ago the avowed purpose
of this dictionary was to give men of fashion an insight into the inappropriate
language of the street read in modern times it is by turn uproariously funny and
deeply confusing and yet certain truths have remained the need for the mot juste
has not diminished many of the words should be brought back into common
parlance forthwith we have no term for the admiral of the narrow seas one who
from drunkenness vomits into the lap of the person sitting opposite to him we
have perhaps less use for a word for dobin rig or stealing ribbons from
haberdashers early in the morning or late at night generally practised by women
in the disguise of maid servants learn how the georgians and early victorians
would insult each other and find out how some of today s words and derivations
have come about in this quirky little volume

1811 Dictionary in the Vulgar Tongue 2017-09
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. the
Second Edition, Corrected and Enlarged
2018-04-19
john buchan is one of the finest writers of historical romances novels packed with
beautifully described landscapes and rich powerful characters

A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue,
1785 1968
reproduction of the original

Hung by the Tongue 1976-08-01
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright
on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

With Tongue 2017-08-22
a grammar of the english tongue is a work by samuel johnson comprehensive but
succinct though not for the typical language user this is a grammar book from
older times interesting from a historical point of view

Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
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2018-10-16
glazov demonstrates that the interlinked themes of bridling the tongue and
opening the mouth well known components of wisdom teaching are also crucial
to understanding much in the prophets as well as later jewish and christian
writings especially liturgical texts his comprehensive survey and analysis of the
theme contribute to both a literary and a historical perspective on the prophetic
literature of the bible

A Pocket Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
2020-04-07
when the other tongue appeared in 1982 it was called required reading for all
those concerned with english teaching in non native situations from the
classroom teacher to the policy planner jowhn platt english world wide and an
extremely useful and stimulating collection william c ritchie language it
introduced refreshingly new perspectives for understanding the spread and
functions of english around the world this dramatically revised volume contains
eight new chapters replacing or updating more than half of the first edition the
other tongue is the first attempt to integrate and address provocative issues
relevant to a deeper understanding of the forms and functions of english within
different sociolinguistic cross cultural and cross linguistic contexts the volume
discusses linguistic literary pedagogical and attitudinal issues related to world
englishes

1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
2018-09-08
yet for most of the next century the simian tongue and the means for its study
existed at the scientific periphery

Sins of the Tongue and Jealousy in Woman's
Life: Followed by Discourses on Rash
Judgments, Patience, and Grace. ... Translated
from the French, by H. Lyons. With Preface by
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the Bishop of Kerry 1873
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Governing the Tongue 1999-02-18
gunnlaugs saga ormstungu or the saga of gunnlaugur serpent tongue is a
masterpiece of icelandic literature written in the late 13th century it follows the
story of two icelandic poets gunnlaugr ormstunga and hrafn Önundarson who
both love helga the fair granddaughter of egill skallagrímsson the saga is known
for its strong characterization and emotional impact and its skaldic poetry
attributed to the main characters the story includes prophetic dreams a love
triangle banishment and recitation of poetry in the courts of northern kings
making it an engaging read for those interested in old norse literature and
icelandic history

The Lover's Tongue 2009

The Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue 2014-04-01

Grose's Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar
Tongue 2018-10-17

Historical Romances of John Buchan - A Lost
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Lady of Old Years, Witch Wood, Sir Quixote of
the Moors 2015-04-23

1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
2023-03-06

A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue -
Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-08

A Grammar of the English Tongue 2019-11-20

The Mother Tongue Maintenance Programmes
1980

The Bridling of the Tongue and the Opening of
the Mouth in Biblical Prophecy 2001-03-01

The Other Tongue 1992

The Simian Tongue 2007

On Preliminary Ligature of the Lingual Arteries
in Excision of the Tongue, With a Report of
Three Cases [microform] 2021-09-10
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Francis Cheneau's French Grammar 1685

A New Guide to the English Tongue 1780

The Story Of Gunnlaug The Worm-Tongue And
Raven The Skald 2019-11-21
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